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ABSTRACT: Sudden ground pressure disasters caused by deep mining such as rock burst and cave-in are 
major hidden dangers affecting safety production underground mine. The safe and stable operation of ground 
pressure safety monitoring platform is of great significance for mine safety production. However, many small 
and medium-sized mining enterprises make slow progress in the construction of the online monitoring 
platform for ground pressure safety due to the limitations of enterprise scale, capital capacity and other factors. 
With the development of The Times, SaaS model (software as a service model) develops rapidly with the 
advantages of Internet, multiple leasing, service and scalability. Through SaaS model, it effectively solves the 
problem of building a low-cost and high-reliability online ground pressure monitoring platform for Chinese 
small and medium-sized mining enterprises. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Deep mining is inevitable for the development of mining 
industry. The stress of deep raw rock increases, the 
strength of ore rock decreases, the rheological properties 
and mining disturbance increase, which aggravate the 
hidden danger of sudden ground pressure disasters and 
major safety accidents such as rock burst and collapse. 
Ground pressure monitoring technology is an important 
means of mine ground pressure risk assessment and 
disaster warning at present [6-7][9-10]. The safe and 
stable operation of ground pressure safety monitoring 
platform is of great significance for mine safety 
production. At present, there are many small and medium-
sized mine enterprises, and the scale is small. The mine 
enterprises mainly adopt traditional software development 
mode, and the cost of client operation and maintenance is 
high. At the same time, mining enterprises lack 
professional IT technical team, which makes many small 
and medium-sized mining enterprises in the development 
of ground pressure safety online monitoring system 
difficult. On the other hand, software suppliers repeatedly 
develop similar systems for various mining enterprises, 
and most of them do repetitive work, which is difficult to 
effectively reduce development costs and improve 
software innovation, and the traditional software 
promotion mode is not conducive to the promotion of 
software suppliers. Aiming at the problem that the 
traditional software development mode is not conducive 
to the sustainable development of enterprise users and 
software suppliers, SaaS mode (software as a service) 
emerges at the historic moment, it can solve the above 
problems well under the existing software and hardware 
conditions. The design of ground pressure safety 
monitoring system based on SaaS can effectively solve the 

problem that mining enterprises cannot build an online 
ground pressure safety monitoring platform due to small 
scale and lack of funds, which is of great significance for 
safety underground mine. 

2 METHOD 
SaaS, the full name of Software as a Service, is an 
innovative application mode of application software under 
the new Internet model [1-2]. Software suppliers deploy 
application software on their servers in a unified manner. 
Software users can order application software services 
from software suppliers through the Internet according to 
actual work requirements, and pay fees to software 
suppliers according to the number and duration of the 
ordered services. Software suppliers provide customized 
services for software requirements based on SaaS mode. 
Software operation, data maintenance and management 
are provided by software suppliers, and mining enterprises 
do not need to invest in the deployment and maintenance 
of application software. In the SaaS mode, software can 
provide offline operation, convenient software 
configuration and deployment, and further improve the 
efficiency of users in mining enterprises [3-5]. Software 
vendors design databases so that all user data is stored in 
the same set of tables in the same database, adding a user 
ID flag field to the table to indicate which customer the 
record belongs to. Therefore, software demanders no 
longer need to purchase and run application software 
servers, saving the cost of software installation, software 
maintenance and data archiving. Data is stored in the 
servers provided by software suppliers [8]. Traditional 
projects typically implement a specific system for a 
specific customer and deploy it within the corresponding 
enterprise. Different enterprises or organizations deploy 
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their own software systems. The SaaS model is to deploy 
a set of software to a cloud server to provide the same 
service for different enterprises or organizations. When an 
enterprise or organization needs to use a service, the 
software provider establishes an account and assigns an 

ID to the enterprise or organization. When the enterprise 
or organization uses the software, the ID is used to verify 
and use the software service on demand. The traditional 
software model versus the SaaS model is shown in Figure 
1. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Comparison between Client model and SaaS Client model 

 
 
 

3 EXAMPLES 
This system is based on B/S architecture and adopts the 
system architecture of public cloud + private cloud. As 
shown in Figure 2, it develops WEB access software 

service software through Java and manages it uniformly 
through database. The "large-screen view" is used to 
display the main information of the mine, including state, 
statistics, process curve, warning, fault, three-dimensional 
model, etc. The display content of "large-screen view" can 
be configured, as shown in Figure 3. The enterprise login 
interface is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 2.System architecture diagram 
 

 
Figure 3:Front page of cloud service platform for ground pressure safety monitoring 
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Figure 4:Enterprise user login page 

 

4 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the design of ground pressure safety 
monitoring system based on SaaS has been completed. 
Mining enterprises do not need to purchase hardware and 
software, and they do not need to equip IT practitioners. 
They only need to purchase required services from 
software suppliers, which greatly reduces the cost of 
enterprises. At the same time, the SaaS model supports 
multi-tenants, and one set of applications can serve the 
construction of multiple mine ground pressure monitoring 
platforms, which effectively solves the problem that 
Chinese small and medium-sized mining enterprises 
cannot build an online ground pressure monitoring system 
due to their small scale and lack of funds. 
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